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Features and Func onality

1. OVERVIEW
The LucidView Guardian is a highly integrated network diagnos c and bandwidth management
tool that features unique solu ons to problems facing virtually every medium to large scale
network today. It features a central management point where network traﬃc can be monitored
and ﬁne‐grained priori za on can be applied
Sophis cated trend analysis can easily be performed over long periods of me to provide cri cal
planning informa on, like how much bandwidth is s ll available or how a new server or service
would impact the current bandwidth usage. In the short term, since the Guardian monitors the
network in real me, network anomalies can be traced as soon as they occur. This is par cularly
useful for detec ng and managing zero‐day a acks and tracing network faults.
The Guardian can priori ze diﬀerent network services right down to an expression matching the
URL. This allows the ﬂexibility to map business rules directly to network priority: media ﬁles that
are business related receive a higher priority than ﬁles that are not. Traﬃc priority or ﬁrewall
rules can also be done according to the geographical loca on of the host IP address. This is ideal
for cases where local and interna onal traﬃc needs to be handled diﬀerently.
The Guardian can also become part of the normal end‐user experience of the casual user of the
network. It provides transparent, secure, Kerberized authen ca on with an Ac ve Directory,
linking user creden als to network traﬃc with no added host so ware or conﬁgura on needed.
Each user is able to view their web browsing sta s cs, network bandwidth usage, cache
eﬃciency, es mated me spent using the Internet and many other variables via the interface. In
companies where the management structure has been mapped in the Ac ve Directory a feature
is also available allowing managers to view the sta s cs of their subordinates.
In order to allow bandwidth to be redistributed even into oﬀ‐peak hours, the Guardian features
a highly conﬁgurable transparent download manager. It integrates into the end‐ user interface
and improves cache eﬃciency by recognizing downloads as poten ally iden cal even when
downloaded from diﬀerent web sites. This becomes a communal resource where large updates
or commonly used applica ons only need to be downloaded once to become available for the
whole network. It seamlessly integrates with the cache, so even automated applica ons like
Windows Update do not need to re‐download updates if it is locally available.
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The Guardian features a mail relay with sophis cated logging capability. Errors in the mail setup
can easily be traced and problem email servers can be iden ﬁed. Detailed reports can give a
breakdown of all the email traﬃc passing through the relay with several useful summaries
added.
The Guardian's core features can further be extended by adding plug‐in modules. These
modules seamlessly integrate with the exis ng features of the Guardian, providing added
func onality when it is needed, allowing the Guardian to scale as new features becomes
available on the network.

The Command Centre is a separate device that provides for central management of two or more
LucidView Guardians within an organiza on. It is used to manage all the LucidView Guardians
from a single site and to take proac ve measures over the en re network when an incident is
picked up by one the Guardians. When a par cular LucidView Guardian detects a source of
errant data, e. g. a virus a ack, it will both act to limit its impact and send a message to the
Command Centre. The Command Centre will respond by triggering the other LucidView
Guardians to take the same ac on and prevent the a ack from spreading.
The Command Centre is also used for the technical upkeep of all the Guardians. It provides for
central backup and restore of all the Guardians, loading of data into replacement devices,
distribu on of so ware ﬁxes and enhancements, conﬁguring of remote Guardians and a master
archive for extensive trend analysis and audit trails.
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2.

i.

LUCIDVIEW ENHANCED GUARDIAN FEATURE SET

User Interface and Access Control
The Guardian's graphical user interface is available over a
secure HTTPS connec on and func ons with any modern
web browser. It features customizable levels of access
control and the crea on of mul ple administrator and
repor ng capable accounts. Access can easily be restricted
to the local network or granted for remote administra on.

II.

Access Control via Active Directory Groups

The Enhanced Guardian allows administrators to
allow access control to be derived from Ac ve
Directory groups. This slots in with the exis ng
Ac ve Directory administra on structures, allowing
WAN and LAN administrators access to the correct
level of conﬁgurability on all the Guardians on the
network. This allows for an easily applicable central
management policy.
Administra vely, since full audit capabili es are available on all Guardians, full accountability
can always be provided for any change in the conﬁgura on.

III.

Gateway Capabilities

The Guardian is capable of func oning in a fully transparent bridge‐like conﬁgura on,
integra ng with an exis ng ﬁrewall or router. It can also func on as an explicit gateway, rou ng
between three network interfaces, allowing for the crea on of a DMZ. The Guardian also
integrates into the DNS and NTP services on the network.
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IV.

Host/Network and Service Labeling
The Guardian allows the associa on of descrip ve
labels to hosts, networks and services on the
network. This allows the conﬁgura on screens to be
human readable and makes much more per nent
informa on available to the viewer at a single glance.
The labels are

easily interchangeable: the same rule may apply to a
single host, a network, a group of hosts or even a geographical loca on. Some of the types of
labels the Guardian supports are:
● Host IP,
● network range,
● DNS name,
● geographical loca on,
● MAC address,
● network port or port range,
● associated network interface,
● Type‐of‐service tags, and
● groups containing elements of the above.

V.

Integrated Firewall Solution

The Guardian has a full enterprise‐level ﬁrewall capable of an almost inﬁnite level of
customiza on. The networking stack uses the descrip ve labels to determine the route a packet
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should take on the network, and performs any modiﬁca ons speciﬁed. Packets can easily be
accepted, denied, NATed, priori zed or masqueraded, depending on the ﬁrewall rule set up.
Here are a number of examples:
● Interna onal traﬃc can be given priority over local traﬃc.
● Ac ve Directory replica on bandwidth can be reserved.
● Peer‐to‐peer traﬃc can be de‐priori zed.
● Business‐cri cal URLs can be given priority.
● Services like video conferencing and VOIP can be assured quality of service.

VI.

Advanced Routing

The Enhanced Guardian has the ability to handle
mul ple rou ng tables and intelligently decide
which route a connec on should take. Rou ng
tables can be dynamically assigned based on
ﬁrewall matching rules.
A speciﬁc example would be if all mail traﬃc were
to be redirected to a speciﬁc gateway on a
separate link. The Enhanced Guardian would be
able to route all mail transparently to the new
gateway, irrespec ve of the host it originated from. Web browsing traﬃc from the same host
would be routed over a diﬀerent gateway. This gives the ﬂexibility of installing transparent
traﬃc scanning devices and intrusion detec on services on poten ally dangerous traﬃc, while
allowing cri cal traﬃc to bypass the slow process of being scanned and veriﬁed.

VII.

VPN

The Enhanced Guardian implements a full routed VPN solu on between other Guardians. This
allows for secure communica ons over the WAN, encryp ng all the traﬃc, yet retaining the
ability to shape within the encrypted stream.
The Enhanced Guardian also supports compressing the data before it is encrypted. Depending
on the type of traﬃc carried over the WAN, this can result in substan al gains in bandwidth
eﬃciency.
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Addi onally, the Enhanced Guardian can easily apply rules as to what kind of traﬃc should be
encrypted and what should not, allowing remote sites that use the Internet to provide the
infrastructure for the VPN to determine the op mum route for the traﬃc they generate:
Sensi ve traﬃc to the remote sites travel over the encrypted VPN, while direct Internet traﬃc
remains unencrypted.
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VIII.

Bandwidth Manipulation

The Guardian categorizes network traﬃc into diﬀerent
streams to facilitate bandwidth manipula on. These
streams can be as course‐grained as a range of IP
addresses and network ports, or as ﬁne grained as
web traﬃc transferring a ﬁle with a speciﬁc extension.
The Guardian allocates available bandwidth to a
stream based on rules supplied for those streams.
Streams can be assigned by any ﬁrewall rule that can
classify traﬃc: this means MAC‐based rules, geographical rules and applica on‐based rules can
all be manipulated. Furthermore, the Guardian can manipulate traﬃc within a protocol. This is
highly useful to create rules that allow certain types of ﬁles high priority and ﬂag others as
suspicious behavior. This extends to sophis cated matching rules that can be applied to the URL
of the web site visited, scanning for strings that are ﬂagged high or low priority.
The Enhanced Guardian supports asymmetric shaping: inbound and outbound traﬃc can be
shaped according to diﬀerent policies.
The Guardian supports three parameters per stream: priority, reserva on and maximum
alloca on.

A. Reservation
The Guardian can reserve a speciﬁed amount of bandwidth for use by a speciﬁc stream. If that
stream is not currently ac ve, or requires less bandwidth than the reserva on, the diﬀerence
goes to the unallocated pool, to be divided up based on the priority of the streams. With this
op on, even a low priority stream can s ll be assured of a minimum quality of service.

B. Priority
If excess bandwidth is s ll available a er all the streams have had their minimum reserva on
met, bandwidth is allocated to streams according to priority. This means that burs ng traﬃc can
be allocated a rela vely high priority and, if bandwidth is available, preempt lower priority
traﬃc.

C. Maximum Allocation
A stream may be limited to a maximum bandwidth alloca on. This is o en useful to debug
network applica ons by simula on a smaller connec on. It's also useful to curb errant network

applica ons where priori za on is inadequate and to manage denial of service a acks.
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IX.

Service Labels for MPLS and Intelligent Routers

The Enhanced Guardian allows the a achment of QoS labels to every marked stream: this
allows seamless integra on with MPLS class‐based rou ng, or any other QoS compliant routers
and allows for non‐cri cal traﬃc to be redirected to a lower cost class. This can improve
network service delivery while at the same me minimizing costs.
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X.

Network Traffic Analysis

The Guardian oﬀers a customizable real‐ me view of
all the traﬃc ﬂowing through it. Streams marked in the
ﬁrewall module are automa cally available to be
plo ed. Graphs can be switched to average mode, to
illuminate trends and compare traﬃc states.

The Guardian also supports a unique feature to
separate noisy traﬃc from regular traﬃc. Certain
classes of traﬃc (like port scans and network
worms) do not necessarily u lize a lot of
bandwidth, but open up a large amount of remote
connec ons. Monitoring the bandwidth would not
suﬃce to spot this class of traﬃc on the network.
Normal hosts that perform these tasks are certain
types of network monitors, routers NATing or
masquerading and large‐volume email servers. The Guardian detects these automa cally and
adds them to another graph. This is highly useful to quickly spot errant peer‐to‐peer hosts,
classes of viruses and probable a acks on the network.
The Guardian maintains a large detailed history of the
traﬃc pa erns that it has observed. While the
graphing mode provides quick and easy access to the
most common traﬃc analysis, the en re history is also
available to be queried using an analysis tool. Simple
queries like: “How much bandwidth does the mail
server use?” can easily be performed over a
user‐speciﬁed period. More advanced queries can
even be exported to a spreadsheet. Every parameter
on a stream can be extracted this way. Combined with a full history kept for as long as two
months and graphs available for six months, this gives the network administrator an incredible
tool to monitor the network with over me.
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The Guardian maintains a large detailed history of the traﬃc pa erns that it has observed.
While the graphing mode provides quick and easy access to the most common traﬃc analysis,
the en re history is also available to be queried using an analysis tool. Simple queries like: “How
much bandwidth does the mail server use?” can easily be performed over a user‐speciﬁed
period. More advanced queries can even be exported to a spreadsheet. Every parameter on a
stream can be extracted this way. Combined with a full history kept for as long as two months
and graphs available for six months, this gives the
network administrator an incredible tool to monitor the
network with over me.
The Guardian also provides a range of tools to
pro‐ac vely monitor the network. These do not require
any special client‐side so ware. A service like HTTP can
also be monitored and the performance over me can
be graphed quite conveniently. Speciﬁc network routes
can be monitored for delays and this helps pinpoint network faults in real me. This provides
the network administrator with an important daily view of the network delays, not necessarily
associated with bandwidth throughput, but none the less cri cal for applica ons like VOIP.

XI.

Web Proxy

The Guardian can integrate with an Ac ve Directory to provide single sign‐on authen ca on for
end‐users. This u lizes highly secure kerberized authen ca on that comes default with any
Ac ve Directory client, linking each user with their speciﬁc web traﬃc. Serving as a web proxy
and cache, it allows business rules to be directly mapped to network bandwidth management
policies. Business cri cal web sites and ﬁles can easily be given priority, yet non‐cri cal traﬃc
can s ll u lize the full bandwidth pipe if it is available.

The caching system is highly conﬁgurable, allowing the
network administrator to choose how long objects can
be in the cache. Objects can be deleted from the cache
and both client and server‐side commands can be
superseded by the caching system. Web sites can be
forced not to cache, in order to accommodate web
sites designed without caching in mind. Block lists can
be used to disallow users certain sites. The caching
server can also join an exis ng caching hierarchy.
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The Guardian features an integrated download
manager that compares the ﬁle that is being
a empted to be downloaded with ﬁles that
have previously been downloaded. This allows
a user the opportunity to download a ﬁle in the
local download cache rather than directly from
the Internet, even if it uses a diﬀerent URL or
web site. The download manager can be
ac vated for a speciﬁc site, or a broad range of
URLs, ﬁle types and ﬁles larger than a certain size. Overrides can be speciﬁed for applica ons
that automa cally update themselves from the Internet. The users can also view ﬁles that other
users have downloaded, along with their descrip ons and dates the ﬁle was requested. This
encourages a local archive of o en‐downloaded u li es that are valuable to users, and might
have escaped the no ce of an administrator. A user also has the opportunity to schedule the
download as high‐priority rather than low priority against their name: This allows business
cri cal documents and applica ons to preempt normal traﬃc without the interven on of an
administrator.
The Guardian has the func onality of running as a transparent caching service. It can be
integrated with an exis ng proxy, replace an exis ng proxy, or transparently redirect all outgoing
web browsing traﬃc to the internal cache to be managed by itself.
The Enhanced Guardian's proxy is capable of redirec ng to diﬀerent proxies or web servers
based on the des na on URL. For organiza ons with a hybrid Intranet/Internet presence, this
feature allows the Enhanced Guardian to forward the requests and access the content in a more
op mal manner. Combined with the Enhanced Proxy Features in the next sec on, this allows
the Enhanced Guardian to act as an access controller for the Intranet.

XII.

Enhanced Proxy Features

The Enhanced Guardian can apply rules to users based on their Ac ve Directory proﬁles. This
can include diﬀerent shaping proﬁles and block lists. This is very useful for organiza ons where
users have diﬀerent ers of access.
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XIII.

Reverse Proxy

The Guardian is fully capable of ac ng as a “reverse proxy” or “website accelerator”. In this
mode, the Guardian proxies for a web site, or mul ple web sites, providing the following
services:
● Load balancing,
● Caching,
● Compression and
● SSL oﬄoading.

XIV.

Web Browsing Traffic Analysis

The Guardian keeps detailed logs regarding the web browsing of all the users on the network.
This informa on is available in a user‐friendly
query mechanism. Parameters like the URL, user
name, es mated me spent on the Internet,
number of connec ons made and caching
sta s cs can be viewed in summary or for a
speciﬁc URL, user name or me. It's easy to pick
out the top traﬃc genera ng sites and users. It's
also easy to determine what sites need to be
cached in order to maximize the bandwidth
eﬃciency.
The Guardian allows each user to view their own
browsing sta s cs. This is an invaluable tool in many cases to catch spyware, adware and other
unauthorized web traﬃc. The Guardian can also use management structures incorporated in
the Ac ve Directory to allow managers to view the browsing habits of their subordinates. This
12
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can be extended several levels deep, and allows managers to iden fy frequently used project
web sites that are prime candidates for caching.
The Guardian can also send regular email reports based on web browsing sta s cs to managers
and users alike. This can inform users what rank they are and how they compare to the rest of
the company with regards to Internet usage. The email template can be customized with varying
degrees of informa on or news.

XV.

Mail Relay

The Guardian features an integrated mail relay.
This is coupled with a repor ng facility that
allows a network administrator to spot
problem emails being relayed. Email can also
be managed like any other stream by the
bandwidth management tools.
The reports generated by the mail relay show
detailed sta s cs on who the “top talkers” are,
both in user terms and domains, or email
server terms. These reports point out who the
top

senders and receivers are, how many messages they have transferred and the average size of
the emails.
The Guardian also supports the use of an industry‐standard spam block list that will reject a
large percentage of unsolicited email before it is received.

XVI.

Advanced Mail Relay Reporting and Abuse Management

The same ﬂexibility and repor ng that the Core
Guardian provides for web browsing, the Enhanced
Guardian applies the mail relay. This opens up a
whole new avenue of abuse management, email
priori za on and network monitoring. Emails with
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large a achments can be made visible to managers, high‐priority email domains can be
established and malicious emails can be rejected before it reaches the mail server.
The Enhanced Guardian can provide weekly or monthly email reports detailing the email use of
all the employees in the company. Op onally, managers can receive reports on sta s cs for
their subordinates, leading to the curbing of email abuse.
It can easily be iden ﬁed when email is used as a ﬁle transfer system. This is ineﬃcient: no
proper records are kept, ﬁle resuming is not available and it clogs up bandwidth that can be
be er used for other purposes.
Resource‐based billing can easily be implemented: user that subscribe to high‐volume mailing
lists that have no business‐related use can be pinpointed and dealt with.
Very important sta s cal informa on can be gleaned from email usage: a virtual map can be
generated detailing the most important communica on links to and from your organiza on.

XVII.

Integrated Configuration Audit Trail

For maximum accountability, the Guardian implements an extensive invola le audit trail. This
allows an administrator to see what conﬁgura on changes has been applied, at what me, and
by which user account. This informa on is securely archived and not erasable or modiﬁable, not
even by the administrator with the highest privileges. Usage reports can be generated and
ac vity can be monitored.
XVII.

High Availability

The Enhanced Guardian has the op on to work in a high‐availability scenario. If down me
needs to be minimized, pairing the Enhanced Guardian allows the op on for mul ple fail‐ safe
routes, ensuring maximum availability of cri cal services.
The Enhanced Guardian supports the ac ve/passive high‐availability solu on: Two devices are
connected with a heartbeat monitor, and if the primary link fails, the secondary device takes
over. This allows for full redundancy on a cri cal network.
A special “Guardian HA” is available for use in this speciﬁc case. This model Guardian can only
be used in an ac ve/passive HA conﬁgura on, but otherwise supports the en re Enhanced
Guardian feature set.
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XIX.

Diagnostics and Self‐monitoring

The Guardian features a number of diagnos c u li es to test the network environment. Test
emails can be generated, the Ac ve Directory can be queried and routes can be traced, among
others.
The Guardian con nuously monitors it's own hardware using on‐board sensors. This extends to
disk health monitoring, memory usage, mul ple internal temperature sensors and CPU
u liza on. The Guardian has built‐in redundancy, so a hardware failure would not result in loss
of data. It also features strong cryptographic security so that in the event of the , no possible
security compromising informa on can be retrieved oﬀ the device.

XX.

Database Service Monitor

The Guardian allows the genera on of specialized SQL queries to monitor a database server.

XXI.

Alerts

The Enhanced Guardian allows the genera on of speciﬁc alerts based on a programmable rule
set. These alerts are fully customizable and can be delivered via email.
This type of alert system, coupled with the Guardian's data analysis facili es is an invaluable
tool to spot worms, virus outbreaks and network scanners when they happen. Hackers running
vulnerability scanners also trigger certain rules, allowing you to respond quickly to any poten al
problem on your network.
Alerts are fully conﬁgurable to monitor vital WAN applica ons. If the applica on uses more or
less bandwidth than usual, an alert could be issued.

3. LUCIDVIEW GUARDIAN HA FEATURE SET
I.

High Availability

A special “Guardian HA” is available for use in High Availability scenarios. This model Guardian
can only be used in an ac ve/passive HA conﬁgura on, but otherwise supports the en re
Enhanced Guardian feature set.
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II.

Enhanced HA Cluster for Multiple Sites

This unique addi on to the LucidView product line oﬀers unrivaled centralized management for
organiza ons with a number of remote oﬃces. This Enhanced High Availability solu on allows
for the management of the WAN traﬃc of up to 16 sites with unsurpassed availability.
Accelera on of key business applica ons, emails and VOIP is performed by elimina ng the
eﬀects of abuse and introducing caching and priori sa on where it ma ers. The solu on is able
to manage at least 64 Mbps per site simultaneously for a combined throughput of up to 1 Gbps.
In addi on to this the cluster, has a powerful repor ng engine to accurately report usage and
trends of the various sites, in a human readable form. See the features and speciﬁca on
documenta on of the LucidView Enhanced Guardian in HA mode for more details.
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4. LUCIDVIEW COMMAND CENTRE FEATURE SET
I.

Centralized Collation and Analysis

The LucidView Command Centre collates data for
analysis from paired Guardians. This gives an overhead
view of the en re WAN, providing the ability to
compare usage between branches and allowing for
trend analysis and expansion planning.
All the informa on that is available on the Guardians
paired to the Command Centre is available locally on it.
This makes it easy to cross‐reference a speciﬁc
applica on's network usage over the en re WAN. Monitoring the health of an important
business applica on across mul ple LANs is a very simple exercise, and this proves an invaluable
resource when planning expansion.

II.

Centralized Status Reporting

The LucidView Command Centre oﬀers a centralized pla orm to view the status of all the
remote Guardians on the network. Service levels and device health can be monitored at a single
point.
The Command Centre provides the ideal method of tracking a zero‐day a ack on the network
and is able to issue alerts on hacking a empts.

III.

Dashboard

The Dashboard provides the ability to view
the en re WAN at a glance, and spot problem
points and possible problems immediately
from a network opera ons centre.
This output can be specially forma ed for a
con nuous large‐screen display. This allows a
network opera ons centre to display a
real‐ me view of the network on a wall
screen.
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IV.

Centralized Administration
The LucidView Command Centre oﬀers a single point of
remote administra on for all the Guardians paired to it.
Managing the conﬁgura ons of the remote Guardians
can be done in
a secure and centralized fashion. These are typical
administra on
tasks that the
Command Centre make eﬀortless:

● Deploying new Guardians,
● rolling back conﬁgura ons,
● applying new policies, and
● verifying remote conﬁgura ons.

V.

Centralized Policy Management

The Command Centre can enforce policies on the Guardians it manages. This provides a
powerful QPM solu on and includes ﬁrewall policies.
The en re LucidView product suite is designed for centralized management. Centrally, one can
easily manage infec ons that are impac ng network performance by enforcing blocking rules. A
central shaping policy can be shared, as well as any criteria required to implement it remotely.

VI.

Remote Configuration Archiving

The LucidView Command Centre automa cally
archives any associated Guardian's conﬁgura on if
and when it changes. This provides easy remote
roll‐back func onality whenever it is needed.
The Command Centre also aggregates the remote
Guardian audit trails. This allows central
report‐genera on of all WAN administra on tasks
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that impact the network. Detailed analysis can be done of the impact of every single
conﬁgura on change on the whole WAN.

VII.

Alerts

The Command Centre allows the genera on of
speciﬁc alerts based on a programmable rule set.
These alerts are fully customizable and can be
delivered via SMS, email and SNMP traps.
This type of alert system, coupled with the Guardian's
data analysis facili es is an invaluable tool to spot
worms, virus outbreaks and network scanners when
they happen. Hackers running vulnerability scanners
also trigger certain rules, allowing you to respond quickly to any poten al problem on your
network.
Alerts are fully conﬁgurable to monitor vital WAN applica ons. If the applica on uses more or
less bandwidth than usual, an alert could be issued.

VIII.

Consolidated view

On the Command Centre a consolidated view is available for all Guardians paired with the
Command Centre. This allows data from mul ple Guardians to be displayed simultaneously on
one ﬁgure on the Command Centre interface for easy comparison and monitoring purposes.
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